Science Fiction
Across The Universe
Beth Revis
Series: Across the Universe
Seventeen-year-old Amy joins her parents as frozen cargo aboard the vast spaceship
Godspeed and expects to awaken on a new planet, three hundred years in the future.
Never could she have known that her frozen slumber would come to an end fifty years
too soon and that she would be thrust into the brave new world of a spaceship that lives
by its own rules. Amy quickly realizes that her awakening was no mere computer malfunction. Someone - one of the few thousand inhabitants of the spaceship - tried to kill
her.
The Adoration Jenna Fox
Mary E. Pearson
In the not-too-distant future, when biotechnological advances have made synthetic bodies and brains possible but illegal, a seventeen-year-old girl, recovering from a serious
accident and suffering from memory lapses, learns a startling secret about her existence.
After the Red Rain
Barry Lyga
Set in a future world of environmental collapse and mass poverty, where a mysterious
boy named Rose discovers he possesses inhuman powers that can irrevocably
change the lives of everyone on the planet.
Alien Invasion and Other Inconveniences
Brian Yansky
When a race of aliens quickly takes over the earth, leaving most people dead, highschooler Jesse finds himself a slave to an inept alien leader--a situation that brightens as
Jesse develops telepathic powers and attracts the attention of two beautiful girls.
Battlesaurus: Rampage at Waterloo
Brian Falkner
In this alternate history, Napoleon wins at Waterloo by unleashing a secret battlefield
weapon--a legion of giant, carnivorous dinosaurs imported from the wilds of the Americas
--and only fifteen-year-old Willem Verheyen stands in the way of the emperor's plan for
world domination.
Before Tomorrowland
Jeff Jensen
This original prequel novel features a 20-page comic book and unlocks a place of unfathomable science and technology and the famous people behind it. The year is 1939. A
secret society of extraordinary geniuses is about to share an incredible discovery with the
world. A misguided enemy - half man, half machine - will stop at nothing to prevent the
group from giving this forbidden knowledge to humanity. And a mother and son on vacation in New York City are handed a comic book infused with a secret code that will lead
them straight into the crossfires of the conspiracy.

Black Hole Sun
David Macinnis Gill
On the planet Mars, sixteen-year-old Durango and his crew of mercenaries are hired by
the settlers of a mining community to protect their most valuable resource from a feral
band of marauders.
Black Widow: forever red
Margaret Stohl
Natasha Romanov, called the Black Widow, agent of S.H.I.E.L.D, rescues a young girl
from Ivan, the man who once trained her as an assassin--and eight years later she is
called upon to protect the teenager Ava has become from a threat from the past--and
possibly from S.H.I.E.L.D itself.
Burning Kingdoms
Lauren DeStefano
After Morgan Stockhour and her friends escape Internment, she discovers that life on
the ground is not safer, and that, perhaps, going over the edge has led her to madness.
Cinder: the Lunar Chronicles
Marissa Meyer
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless lunar people, Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved with handsome Prince Kai and
must uncover secrets about her past in order to protect the world in this futuristic take
on the Cinderella story.
A Confusion of Princes
Garth Nix
You'd think being a Prince in a vast intergalactic empire would be about as good as it
gets. But it isn't as great as it sounds. Princes need to be hard to kill—as Khemri learns
the minute he becomes one—for they are always in danger. Every Prince wants to become Emperor, and the surest way to do so is to kill, dishonor, or sideline any potential
competitor. There are rules, but rules can be bent and even broken.
Deadly Pink
Vivian Vande Velde
Grace Pizzelli is the average one, nothing like her brilliant older sister, Emily, who
works for Rasmussem, creators of the world’s best virtual reality games. The games
aren’t real, though—or at least they weren’t. Now Emily has hidden herself inside a
pink and sparkly game meant for little girls. No one knows why, or how to convince her
to come back out, and the technology can’t keep her safe for much longer. So Grace
enters the game, hoping to talk her sister out of virtual suicide before time runs out.
Delirium
Lauren Oliver
Lena looks forward to receiving the government-mandated cure that prevents the delirium of love and leads to a safe, predictable, and happy life, until ninety-five days before
her eighteenth birthday and her treatment, when she falls in love.

Elemental
Antony John
In a dystopian colony of the United States where everyone is born with powers of the
elements, water, wind, earth, and fire, sixteen-year-old Thomas, the first and only child
born without an element seems powerless, but is he?
Ender's Game
Orson Scott Card
Aliens have attacked Earth twice and almost destroyed the human species. To make
sure humans win the next encounter, the world government has taken to breeding military geniuses -- and then training them in the arts of war... The early training, not surprisingly, takes the form of 'games'... Ender Wiggin is a genius among geniuses; he
wins all the games... He is smart enough to know that time is running out. But is he
smart enough to save the planet?
Everlost
Neal Shusterman
When Nick and Allie are killed in a car crash, they end up in Everlost, or limbo for lost
souls, where although Nick is satisfied, Allie will stop at nothing--even skin jacking--to
break free.
Feed
M.T. Anderson
Imagine if your TV was combined with the Internet and plugged right into your brain and you could never turn it off.
The Ghosts of Heaven
Marcus Sedgewick
Four linked stories of discovery and survival begin with a Paleolithic-era girl who makes
the first written signs, continue with Anna, who people call a witch, then a mad twentieth
-century poet who watches the ocean knowing the horrors it hides, and concluding with
an astronaut on the first spaceship from Earth sent to colonize another world.
Gifts
Ursula K. Le Guin
In the limbo that is Everlost, Mary, Nick, Allie, and others face the decisions that will determine whether that place and the Earth itself will continue to exist, as well as where
their own futures lie.
The House of the Scorpion
Nancy Farmer
In a future where humans despise clones, Matt enjoys special status as the young
clone of El Patrón, the 142-year-old leader of a corrupt drug empire nestled between
Mexico and the United States.

I Am Number Four
Pittacus Lore
In rural Ohio, friendships and a beautiful girl prove distracting to a fifteen-year-old who
has hidden on Earth for ten years waiting to develop the Legacies, or powers, he will
need to rejoin the other six surviving Garde members and fight the Mogadorians who
destroyed their planet, Lorien.
I Become Shadow
Joe Shine
Abducted at age fourteen and trained by the F.A.T.E. Center to become a Shadow,
guardian of a future leader, Ren Sharpe, now eighteen, is assigned to protect college
science student Gareth Young, but with help from her secret love and fellow Shadow,
Junie, she learns that F.A.T.E. itself is behind an attack on Gareth.
Matched
Allyson Condie
All her life, Cassia has never had a choice. The Society dictates everything: when and
how to play, where to work, where to live, what to eat and wear, when to die, and most
importantly to Cassia as she turns 17, who to marry. When she is Matched with her
best friend Xander, things couldn't be more perfect. But why did her neighbor Ky's face
show up on her match disk as well?
Maximum Ride: the Angel Experiment
James Patterson
Series: Maximum Ride, Book 1
After the mutant Erasers abduct the youngest member of their group, the "birdkids,"
who are the result of genetic experimentation, take off in pursuit and find themselves
struggling to understand their own origins and purpose.
The Maze Runner
James Dashner
Sixteen-year-old Thomas wakes up with no memory in the middle of a maze and realizes he must work with the community in which he finds himself if he is to escape.
Nil Unlocked
Lynne Matson
Trapped on the island of Nil in a parallel universe, Rives is the undisputed leader of Nil
City but raiders, non-human inhabitants, and new arrivals make it ever harder to maintain order and Rives teams up with Skye, a new arrival with a mysterious past.
Now That You're Here
Amy Nichols
Series: Duplexity
When street smart graffiti artist, Danny, is jolted into a parallel world, only Eevee, an
alluring science geek has the know-how to get him home, but as he falls for her, his
motives grow foggy.

Num8ers
Rachel Ward
Series: Num8ers
Ever since the day her mother died, Jem has known about the numbers. The numbers pop
into her head when she looks into someone's eyes; dates predicting each person's
death. Then, on a trip to London, the numbers foretell a chilling chain of events.
Obsidian
Jennifer L. Armentrout
A humorous read about extraterrestrial beings.
Partials
Dan Wells
Series: Partials Sequence
In a post-apocalyptic eastern seaboard ravaged by disease and war with a manmade race
of people called Partials, the chance at a future rests in the hands of Kira Walker, a sixteen
-year-old medic in training.
The Prom Goer's Interstellar Excursion
Chris McCoy
Minutes after eighteen-year-old Bennett Bardo of Gordo, New Mexico, asks Sophie Gilkey,
his dream girl, to prom and she says yes, she is abducted by aliens and Bennett catches a
ride across the galaxy with a band of misfit musicians to find her.

Seeker
Arwen Elys Dayton
After years of brutal training for what she thinks is the noble purpose of becoming a Seeker, Quin Kincaid, fifteen, learns that she will be using the ancient artifacts and sacred
knowledge as an assassin.
Shadows Cast by Stars
Catherine Knutsson
To escape a government that needs antigens in aboriginal blood to stop a plague, sixteenyear-old Cassandra and her family flee to the Island, where she not only gets help in communicating with the spirit world, she learns she has been chosen to be their voice and instrument.
Spacer and Rat
Margaret Bechard
Jack's predictable existence on Freedom space station is transformed when Kit, the Earthie
rat, enters his life and enlists him and a sensitive robot in an effort to outwit the Company.

Struck
Jennifer Bosworth
After a major earthquake devastates Los Angeles, seventeen-year-old Mia wants only
to take care of her younger brother and traumatized mother, but two fanatical doomsday cults vie for her powers, drawn from the multiple lightning strikes she has experienced.
Tandem
Anna Jarzab
Sasha, who lives a quiet life with her grandfather in Chicago but dreams of adventure,
is thrilled to be asked to prom by her long-time crush, Grant, but after the dance he abducts her to a parallel universe to impersonate a princess.
Under the Never Sky
Veronica Rossi
Aria and Perry, two teens from radically different societies--one highly advanced, the
other primitive--hate being dependent on one another until they overcome their prejudices and fall in love, knowing they can't stay together.
Virtual War
Gloria Skurzynski
Corgan has been genetically engineered with quick reflexes, high intelligence, and
physical superiority. It was to prepare him for one moment: a bloodless, computercontrolled virtual war. When he meets his two fellow warriors, he begins to question the
war. Now Corgan must decide where his loyalties lie, what he's willing to fight for, and
exactly what he wants in return.
The Young Elites
Marie Lu
Adelina Amouteru survived the blood fever, a deadly illness that killed many, but left
others with strange markings and supernatural powers. Cast out by her family, Adelina
joins the secret society of the Young Elites and discovers her own dangerous abilities.
Zeroes
Scott Westerfeld
Don't call them heroes, but these six Californian teens have powers that set them
apart. Take Ethan, a.k.a. Scam. He's got a voice inside him that'll say whatever you
want to hear, whether it's true or not. Which is handy, except when it isn't -- like when
the voice starts gabbing in the middle of a bank robbery. The only people who can help
are the other Zeroes, who aren't exactly best friends these days. Enter Nate, a.k.a.
Bellwether, the group's "glorious leader." After Scam's SOS, he pulls the scattered Zeroes back together. But when the rescue blows up in their faces,
the Zeroes find themselves propelled into whirlwind encounters with ever more dangerous criminals. At the heart of the chaos they find Kelsie, who can take a crowd in the
palm of her hand and tame it or let it loose as she pleases.

